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ABSTRACT

Using lagged composites and projections with the thermodynamic energy equation, in this study the

mechanisms that drive the boreal winter Arctic surface air temperature (SAT) change associated with the

Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) are investigated. The Wheeler and Hendon MJO index, which divides

the MJO into 8 phases, where phase 1 (phase 5) corresponds to reduced (enhanced) convection over the

Maritime Continent and western Pacific Ocean, is used. It is shown that the more zonally localized (uniform)

tropical convective heating associated with MJO phase 5 (phase 1) leads to enhanced (reduced) excitation of

poleward-propagating Rossby waves, which contribute to Arctic warming (cooling). Adiabatic warming/cooling,

eddy heat flux, and the subsequent change in downward infrared radiation (IR) flux are found to be important

for the Arctic SAT change. The adiabatic warming/cooling initiates the Arctic SAT change, however, sub-

sequent eddy heat flux makes a greater contribution. The resulting SAT change is further amplified by alteration

in downward IR. It is shown that changes in surface sensible and latent heat fluxes oppose the contribution by the

above processes.

1. Introduction

There is increasing support for the hypothesis that the

interdecadal warming trend in surface air temperature

(SAT) at high latitudes, often referred to as polar am-

plification, is associated with poleward-propagating

Rossby waves excited by tropical convection (Ding et al.

2011; Lee et al. 2011a,b; Schneider et al. 2011). This

linkage between tropical convection, Rossby wave pro-

pagation, and polar amplification has been observed for

various time scales ranging from intraseasonal (Lee

et al. 2011b), interannual (Ding et al. 2011), interdecadal

(Schneider et al. 2011), and even for statistically steady

states (Lee et al. 2011a). To investigate the physical

mechanism that accounts for this linkage, Lee et al.

(2011b) performed a budget analysis using the 40-yr

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

Re-Analysis (ERA-40) data on the interdecadal SAT

trend for the 1959–2001 boreal winter seasons (December–

February). They showed that a major contributor to polar

amplification is enhanced dynamical warming (the sum

of horizontal thermal advection plus an eddy-induced

adiabatic warming) and increased downward infrared

radiation (IR). They also found that this change in dy-

namical warming is associated with intraseasonal time

scale tropical convection and the subsequent excitation

of poleward-propagating Rossby waves. For Antarctica,

a similar result was reported in the observational and

modeling study of Ding et al. (2011), who showed for

austral winter that there is an increase in warm advec-

tion that takes place over West Antarctica via poleward-

propagating Rossby wave trains that are responding to

an increased sea surface temperature over the central

tropical Pacific Ocean.

Yoo et al. (2011, hereafter YFL) further investigated

this relationship between tropical convection and Arctic

SAT amplification, with their focus being on the inter-

decadal trend in the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO)

(Madden and Julian 1971, 1972, 1994). They showed that

there is a statistically significant increase in the frequency

of occurrence of MJO phases 4–6 and a corresponding

decrease in the frequency of MJO phase 1 for the 1979–

2008 extended boreal winter (November–March). For

this calculation, they used the daily MJO index that is
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described in Wheeler and Hendon (2004, hereafter the

WH MJO index), who divided the MJO into 8 phases,

where phase 1 (phase 5) corresponds to reduced (en-

hanced) convection over the Maritime Continent and

western Pacific Ocean (see Fig. 8 in Wheeler and Hendon

2004). In YFL, the data were separated into two dif-

ferent time periods, 1979–1993 (P1) and 1994–2008 (P2).

The frequency of occurrence of each MJO phase was

calculated by counting the number of days that the am-

plitude of the WH MJO index exceeded a threshold

value of 1.5. This calculation was performed separately

for P1 and P2. Statistically significant changes in the

frequency of MJO phases 1 and 4 through 6 were ob-

tained, with the frequency of phase 1 declining from P1

to P2 and phases 4–6 increasing over the same time

period. These interdecadal changes in the frequency of

occurrence of the MJO phases were shown to contribute

toward the Arctic SAT amplification trend because

MJO phases 4–6 (1) are associated with Arctic warming

(cooling). While the Arctic SAT trend was not their

focus, a similar relationship between intraseasonal time

scale SAT and MJO phase has also been reported in

other studies (Vecchi and Bond 2004; Lin and Brunet

2009). YFL also presented evidence that the SAT changes

associated with the MJO are attributed to the excitation

of poleward-propagating Rossby wave trains by tropical

convection (Fig. 4f in YFL).

The linkage between the MJO and the extratropical

circulation has been previously recognized (e.g., Ferranti

et al. 1990; Higgins and Mo 1997; Matthews et al. 2004;

Cassou 2008; L’Heureux and Higgins 2008; Lin et al.

2009; Johnson and Feldstein 2010), but it is unclear as to

how the MJO-driven circulation leads to extratropical

SAT changes. In this study, we investigate the mecha-

nisms through which the Arctic SAT changes in re-

sponse to the MJO during the extended boreal winter.

We will show 1) that the poleward propagating wave

trains lead to changes in the extratropical eddy mo-

mentum flux convergence that, through thermal wind

adjustment, drives changes in the overturning circula-

tion that adiabatically warms or cools the Arctic de-

pending upon the MJO phase; 2) that the poleward

propagating wave trains are accompanied by a planetary-

scale eddy heat flux that alters the Arctic SAT; and 3) that

the Arctic SAT change is further amplified by changes in

downward IR.

We have organized this article in the following man-

ner. Section 2 describes the data and methodology. In

section 3, we illustrate the temporal evolution of the

SAT associated with MJO phases 1 and 5 and then pre-

sent a diagnostic analysis of the corresponding dynam-

ical processes. We conclude with a brief discussion in

section 4.

2. Data and methodology

We use the daily multivariate MJO index that is de-

scribed in Wheeler and Hendon (2004) (WH MJO in-

dex) and is obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology

website (http://www.bom.gov.au/climate/mjo/). The WH

MJO index consists of the principal components of the

two leading combined EOFs of 200- and 850-hPa zonal

wind and outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) averaged

over a tropical band (158S–158N). The 30-yr extended

boreal winter ranging from 1979 to 2008 is chosen so as to

limit our analysis to post-1979 observations, which con-

tain modern satellite data. In this study, we focus on MJO

phases 1 and 5 and consider the MJO as being active

when the MJO index exceeds a value of 1.5, roughly 30%

of the days in our extended boreal winter dataset.

To examine the response to the MJO, we also make use

of the European Center for Medium-Range Weather

Forecasts ERA-Interim (1979–2009) reanalysis dataset

(Dee et al. 2011). For each variable, the seasonal cycle is

removed at each grid point by subtracting the first three

harmonics of the calendar mean for each day. Then, we

applied a 101-point, 5–100-day, bandpass digital filter for

each day from 1979 to 2008. This 5–100-day window was

chosen to retain synoptic-scale eddy heat and momen-

tum fluxes that influence the midlatitude response to the

MJO. As will be shown, although the planetary-scale

waves dominate the response to the MJO, synoptic-scale

waves also play an important role after about lag 110

days. Furthermore, the time scale for a tropically forced

poleward-propagating Rossby wave packet to reach high

latitudes is about 10 days (Hoskins and Karoly 1981). To

test the sensitivity of our findings to the filtering window,

we have also performed composite SAT calculations with

20–100-day and 30–90-day bandpass filters and found the

spatial patterns to be rather insensitive to the chosen

window (not shown).

Most of the results will be presented in the form of

lagged composites for MJO phases 1 and 5. As in YFL,

the threshold criterion for these composites is an MJO

index amplitude that exceeds a value of 1.5 for each phase.

Composites SAT calculations were also performed using

the more rigorous criteria of L’Heureux and Higgins

(2008), which requires that the MJO signal propagate

eastward with time. These SAT composites (not shown)

were found to be very similar to those presented in the

next section. Over 70% of the MJO cases in our simpler

methodology satisfy the criteria of L’Heureux and

Higgins. Lastly, we have also calculated a MJO index

based upon the first two EOFs of the velocity potential

averaged over 158S–158N. Lag correlations indicate that the

two principal components, PC1 and PC2, are lined up well

with the Real-Time Multivariate MJO series 1 (RMM1)
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and 2 (RMM2). After defining eight phases of this velocity

potential MJO index in a manner analogous to those of the

WH MJO index, a composite calculation of the anomalous

OLR and SAT is performed. The results (not shown) are

very similar to those presented in the next section.

The ERA-Interim data used in this study includes

wind, temperature, specific humidity (q), downward in-

frared radiative (IR) flux, and surface sensible and latent

heat fluxes. As we will show, the specific humidity and

the IR flux are found to be important for the MJO-

related Arctic SAT change. As such, we briefly discuss

the reliability of these two fields. To the best of our

knowledge, there are no error analyses in the literature

for the ERA-Interim IR flux. Dee et al. (2011) show the

rms error of q for tropical stations but not for Arctic

stations. As such, we cannot verify whether our Arctic

values of q and IR exceed rms error bounds. Never-

theless, as we will show, based on physical grounds, one

can be reasonably confident that the downward IR flux

result has merit. In addition, as will be described later,

the composite IR flux is statistically significant over

a substantial area in the Arctic (see Fig. 5, right column).

Notwithstanding the above supporting evidence, be-

cause the Arctic IR flux of the reanalysis dataset relies

heavily on the model, the IR flux results to be presented

in this study should be taken with caution.

3. Results

a. Drivers of extratropical SAT change

Throughout this study, as described above, we will

focus on MJO phases 1 and 5, which respectively lead

to widespread Arctic cooling and warming over a time

scale of one to two weeks. Compared with the other

MJO phases, phase 5 (phase 1) is associated with more

zonally localized (uniform) tropical convective heating

(YFL). As was discussed in previous studies (Lee et al.

2011a,b; YFL), changes in the spatial structure of the

tropical convective heating field are linked to changes

in Arctic SAT, as a more zonally localized (uniform)

tropical heating leads to a strengthening (weakening) of

the poleward-propagating Rossby wave trains. Fur-

thermore, we find that the power spectrum of the Arctic

SAT resembles a first-order autoregressive process with

a distinct spectral peak near 40 days (not shown), which

further strengthens the linkage between the MJO and

Arctic SAT. Lastly, the relationships between Arctic

SAT change and MJO phases 1 and 5 are likely to be

applicable to other MJO phases since an Arctic cooling

(warming) of similar amplitude occurs one to two weeks

after the MJO passes through phases 1–3 (4–6) (not

shown).

Figure 1, which is a replication of Fig. 3 in YFL, il-

lustrates time-lagged composites of anomalous SAT

associated with MJO phases 1 and 5. For phase 1, Arctic

cooling takes place on lag 15 through lag 115 days (left

panels), while phase 5 shows Arctic warming on lag 110

through lag 115 days (right panels). These contrasting

Arctic SAT changes are linked to the differences in the

spatial structure of the total tropical OLR field at lag day

0 for MJO phases 1 and 5, where the total field is defined

as the sum of the anomalous OLR associated with the

MJO plus the climatological OLR. As indicated in the

top panels of Fig. 1, phase 5 is associated with more in-

tense and zonally localized tropical convection than is

phase 1. In accordance with these differences in OLR

structure, the composite total eddy (defined here as the

deviation from the zonal mean) geopotential fields dis-

play stronger poleward-propagating Rossby waves over

the North Pacific and North America and also stronger

equatorward propagating waves over the North Atlantic

for phase 5 (middle panels in Fig. 2) than for phase 1 (left

panels in Fig. 2). This weakened (strengthened) pole-

ward wave activity flux for MJO phase 1 (phase 5) is

also shown by calculating the anomalous Eliason–Palm

(E–P) flux (Edmon et al. 1980) averaged over lag 23

through lag 15 days (Fig. 3). As can be seen, in the upper

troposphere, the anomalous E–P fluxes are dominated by

their planetary-scale wave contribution (top panels in

Fig. 3), with these fluxes being mostly equatorward for

MJO phase 1 and poleward for MJO phase 5. These re-

sults indicate that, overall, the total poleward wave ac-

tivity flux is strengthened in MJO phase 5 and weakened

in MJO phase 1, and most of this wave activity flux is

accounted for by the planetary-scale waves. In the middle

and lower troposphere, for both MJO phase 1 and phase

5, the vertical component of the E–P flux is dominant,

with the contribution from the planetary- and synoptic-

scale waves being of similar amplitude. However, an ex-

amination of these fluxes on a day-to-day basis finds that

(see Fig. 8, which shows the eddy heat flux; note that the

vertical component of the E–P flux is proportional to the

product of the eddy heat flux and cosine(latitude), which

results in smaller values relative those for the eddy heat

flux in Fig. 8) on most days the vertical component of the

E–P flux is also dominated by its planetary-scale contri-

bution. It is because of a change in the sign of the vertical

component of the planetary-scale E–P flux vector over

the lag 23 to lag 15 day interval that the time-averaged

contribution can be similar to that for synoptic scales. In

the subarctic, there is an anomalous E–P flux conver-

gence (divergence) for MJO phase 5 (phase 1), indicating

that there is increased (decreased) wave absorption in the

subarctic during MJO phase 5 (phase 1). These differ-

ences in the strength of the poleward and equatorward
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propagating waves are also made evident by subtracting

the phase 1 composite from the phase 5 composite (right

panels in Fig. 2) since the sign of the anomalies in all three

sets of panels is the same.

To investigate the processes through which the SAT

changes take place, we start from the thermodynamic

energy equation:

›T

›t
5 2u � $T 2 N2R21Hw 1 Q, (1)

where N is the buoyancy frequency defined as

N2 [
R

H

kTo

H
1

dTo

dz

� �
, (2)

and Q is the diabatic heating. Here R is the gas constant

for dry air, H is the scale height, k is the ratio of the gas

constant to the specific heat capacity at constant pres-

sure ([R/Cp), and To is the horizontal mean tempera-

ture [5T
o
(z)].

The relative timing and impact of the terms that drive

the SAT change can be assessed quantitatively by pro-

jecting each term onto the spatial pattern of the SAT

averaged over lag 13 through lag 111 days (see Feldstein

2003 for additional details about the methodology). This

time interval is chosen because the time taken for trop-

ically forced Rossby wave trains to reach high latitudes

is 5 to 10 days (Hoskins and Karoly 1981). We define the

projection P
i

as

Pi [ �
j

jij(l, u)Tj l, u) cosu,ð (3)

where j
ij

is the ith term on the rhs of (1) and T
j

is the

SAT pattern averaged over lag 13 to lag 111 days, both

at the jth grid point. We further write the anomalous

SAT at any MJO lag day t as

T(l, u, t) 5 a(t)T(l, u) 1 T9(l, u, t), (4)

and define a(t) as

a(t) 5

�
j

T(l, u, t)Tj(l, u) cosu

�
j

Tj

2
(l, u) cosu

2
664

3
775, (5)

which results in T9 being orthogonal to T. Here the

quantity a(t) represents a measure of the similarity

FIG. 1. (top) Total OLR composite on lag day 0 with (bottom) lagged composites of SAT on lag days 0, 5, 10, and 15 for MJO (left) phase

1 and (right) phase 5. Solid contours are positive, dashed contours negative, and the zero contours are omitted; positive (negative) values

above the 95% confidence level for a Student’s t test are shaded in red (blue).
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between the anomalous SAT pattern T and the time-

mean SAT, T. After substituting (4) into (1), multiplying

both sides of (1) by T
j
cosu, and then integrating over

high latitudes (608–908N), (1) becomes

da

dt
5

�
2

i51

Pi

�
j

Tj

2
cosu

, (6)

where i 5 1 corresponds to dynamical warming and i 5 2

to the residual. The residual is calculated by subtracting

the contribution by the dynamical warming from da/dt.

The residual term includes downward IR (during the

boreal winter, downward solar radiation is essentially

zero over the Arctic) and surface heat fluxes. Unlike the

dynamical terms, the contribution by these diabatic

heating terms to da/dt is not calculated explicitly be-

cause doing so requires making assumptions about the

vertical convergence of these fluxes.

Figure 4 illustrates the projection of the composite of

each term on the rhs of (1), downward IR, surface heat

flux, and specific humidity, onto the time-averaged SAT

pattern [as defined in (3), top panels], normalized by the

maximum projection, along with da/dt and the corre-

sponding projections [as defined in (6), bottom panels]

as a function of lag days relative to the MJO. The top

two panels in Fig. 4, which show normalized projections,

measure the similarity between various quantities and

the time-mean SAT pattern, while the bottom two pan-

els in Fig. 4 show da/dt along with the separate contri-

bution to da/dt made by the terms on the rhs of (1). Also,

it is important to note that the normalized projection

curves do not show the relative amplitude of the indi-

vidual quantities and are presented to illustrate the

relative timing of these quantities, especially that for the

downward IR flux, specific humidity, and the surface

heat flux. The relative amplitude of each term can be

evaluated by using (6), as shown in the lower panel of

Fig. 4. The normalized projections show that the dy-

namical warming term (black solid curve) attains its

maximum projection at lag 12 days for both phase 1

 
FIG. 2. Lagged composites of the zonal-mean-subtracted total

geopotential field on lag days 0, 5, 10, and 15 for (left) phase 1,

(middle) phase 5, and (right) phase 5 minus phase 1. Solid contours

are positive, dashed contours negative, and the zero contours are

omitted. For the right column, positive (negative) values above the

95% confidence level for a Student’s t test are shaded in light (dark)

gray.
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(left panel) and phase 5 (right panel). For phase 1, both

adiabatic cooling and cold advection contribute to the

high-latitude cooling: the adiabatic cooling (dashed

curve in the top left panel of Fig. 4), which shows its

maximum projection at lag 21 days, is followed by cold

advection (dotted curve in the same panel in Fig. 4) at

approximately lag 13 days. As can be seen by examining

the rate of change of a(t) (bottom left panel), the con-

tribution from the adiabatic cooling (dashed curve) is

relatively small, although it apparently initiates the SAT

change. After lag 13 days, the projection of the down-

ward IR (red curve in the top left panel of Fig. 4) attains

its largest value. MJO phase 5 exhibits analogous be-

havior, with adiabatic warming that precedes warm ad-

vection followed by a large projection by downward IR

that persists for several days (lag 14 to lag 110 days).

The contribution by the diabatic heating terms to the

rate of change of a(t), as evaluated with the residual

term [see (6)], is relatively small at most lags for both

MJO phases (blue curve in the bottom panels of Fig. 4).

The projection time series of the downward IR and the

surface heat flux (green curve in the upper panels of Fig.

4) suggest that the former term makes a positive con-

tribution to the residual, and the latter term a negative

contribution. It can thus be inferred that the downward

IR amplifies and prolongs the Arctic SAT change, which

was initiated by the dynamic warming, but that the

positive contribution by the downward IR is partially

offset by the negative contribution from the surface heat

fluxes. Our analysis also shows that the downward IR is

associated with a change in moisture as indicated by the

very similar projection of the vertically averaged (500–

1000 hPa) specific humidity onto the time-mean SAT

pattern (blue curve in the top panels of Fig. 4). Although

sources and sinks of water vapor, such as evaporation

and precipitation, can play an important role in determining

FIG. 3. The time-averaged (lag 23 through lag 15 days) composites of the (top) planetary-scale and (bottom)

synoptic-scale E–P flux (vectors) and their divergence (contours) for MJO (left) phase 1 and (right) phase 5. The

contour interval is 5 m s22; solid contours are positive, dashed contours negative, and the zero contour omitted.
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the water vapor concentration, there are observational

(Vecchi and Bond 2004) and modeling (Yoo et al. 2012)

studies that found the change in moisture in response to

the MJO to be, at least in part, driven by the moisture

transport through the circulation response to the MJO.

This finding collectively suggests the following picture:

the MJO changes the Arctic SAT through dynamical

processes, first through adiabatic warming/cooling and

horizontal advection and next by moisture advection,

which leads to the downward IR anomaly. The resulting

SAT change is then damped by surface sensible and

latent heat fluxes. These results are also consistent with

the finding of Lee et al. (2011b), who showed with time-

lagged linear regression analysis that Arctic warming

occurs first through dynamical warming and then through

the downward IR, followed perhaps by increased cloud-

iness and/or moisture.

In Fig. 5, we compare the anomalous SAT tendency

associated with the MJO (left panels) with the corre-

sponding anomalous dynamical warming (middle pan-

els) and anomalous downward IR (right panels) at the

surface, for phase 1 (left page) and phase 5 (right page).

To highlight large-scale spatial features, these fields are

truncated to a T21 horizontal resolution. In addition,

since the dynamical warming projections (black solid

curve in the top panels of Fig. 4) show maximum, zero,

and minimum values on lag 12, 16, and 110 days, re-

spectively, we display in Fig. 5 the SAT tendency terms

on these days. As expected from Fig. 4, for both phases

and all lags the dynamical warming term appears to

match reasonably well with the SAT tendency. For ex-

ample, on lag 12 and lag 16 days phase 1 shows a neg-

ative SAT tendency near 1358E and 1208W, respectively.

On lag 110 days a negative anomaly covers the entire

western Arctic Ocean. The dynamical warming term,

which is negative in this region, captures the large-scale

pattern in the SAT tendency. Similarly, the SAT tendency

associated with phase 5 shows good agreement with the

corresponding dynamical warming term. The pattern cor-

relation between the SAT tendency and the dynamical

warming term for the domain extending over 608–908N and

averaged over lag day 0 through lag 115 days is 0.59 (0.60)

for MJO phase 1 (phase 5). In addition, the anomalies that

are statistically significant at the 90% confidence level for

a Student’s t test are shown (shading). For the downward

IR most of the same anomalies are statistically significant

at the 95% confidence level, which is not the case for the

SAT tendency and dynamic warming anomalies.

It can be seen that the downward IR more closely

resembles the SAT associated with the MJO (Fig. 1) than

the corresponding SAT tendency. The spatial correla-

tions between the SAT and the downward IR exceed 0.9

FIG. 4. Projections of dynamical warming (black solid curve), adiabatic warming (dashed curve), horizontal thermal

advection (dotted curve), downward IR (red curve), surface heat flux (green curve), and specific humidity (blue curve) onto

the time-averaged SAT patterns for (top left) phase 1 and (top right) phase 5. Each projection is normalized by its own

maximum value. (bottom) The rate of change of a(t) (red curve) and the projection terms on the right-hand side of (6), such

as dynamical warming (black solid curve), which is comprised of the sum of adiabatic warming (dashed curve) and horizontal

thermal advection (dotted curve), along with the residual (blue curve), are shown. Values have been multiplied by 1 3 1026.
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for all lags for the domains 308–608N and 308–908N.

Because the SAT change is found to be dynamically

driven, this result suggests that the change in downward

IR is driven by the same dynamical processes.

b. Zonal mean diagnostics

We next perform a diagnostic analysis to investigate

how the MJO triggers the dynamical warming. For this

purpose, we examine various zonal mean quantities for

lag 26 through lag 110 days, which corresponds to the

period that the Arctic SAT anomalies and the projection

of the dynamical warming terms are both large and

undergo a change in their signs. Zonal mean quantities

are considered because 1) a zonal-mean/wave interac-

tion perspective (Andrews and McIntyre 1976) allows for

mechanistic interpretations and 2) it is a concise approach

FIG. 5. Lagged composites of (left) SAT tendency, (middle) dynamical warming, and (right) downward IR for MJO (left page) phase 1

and (right page) phase 5. All fields are truncated to T21 horizontal resolution. Lag days 2, 6, 10, and 14 are shown. Solid contours are

positive, dashed contours negative, and the zero contours omitted. Positive (negative) values above the 90% confidence level for a Stu-

dent’s t test are shaded in red (blue).
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for describing the somewhat zonally uniform Arctic SAT

change. Starting from (1), we take a zonal average:

›[T]

›t
5 2

›

›y
[y9T9] 1 [TD] 2 N2HR21[w] 1 [Q], (7)

where the brackets denote a zonal average and the

prime the deviation from the zonal average. Here D

designates the horizontal divergence term, whose con-

tribution is found to be negligible (not shown).

First, we examine the temporal evolution of anoma-

lous zonal mean temperature (shading in Fig. 6). Be-

cause the MJO tends to be cyclic, both phases show

temperature anomalies at negative lags, which corre-

spond to the remnants of previous MJO phases. At high

latitudes, phase 1 shows a negative temperature tendency;

there is a positive temperature anomaly until lag 22 days

followed by a negative temperature anomaly that appears

at lag day 0 and strengthens until lag 16 days. For phase 5,

the high-latitude temperature tendency is positive from

FIG. 5. (Continued)
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lag day 0 to lag 110 days with the temperature anomaly

changing from negative to positive after lag 16 days.

These high-latitude temperature changes are consistent

with the widespread Arctic SAT change (Fig. 1), sug-

gesting that zonal mean diagnostics can be used to in-

vestigate driving mechanisms.

We next examine the process through which adiabatic

warming takes place. For this task, we use the zonal mean

momentum equation:

›[u]

›t
5 2

›

›y
[u9y9] 1 [uD] 1 f [y] 1 [X]. (8)

Here X designates the zonal component of mechanical

dissipation. The composite anomalous zonal wind is shown

in Fig. 6 (contours), while the tendency is not shown

because it can be inferred by comparing the zonal mean

zonal winds at adjacent lag days. Focusing first on the

tropics, where the MJO is located, we can see a positive

tendency for the zonal mean zonal wind in the upper

troposphere for phase 5 and a negative tendency for phase

1. This is consistent with the spatial structure of the

anomalous equatorial OLR, which corresponds to an

enhanced localization of convective heating for phase 5

and a more zonally uniform convective heating for

phase 1 (see Fig. 1); tropical waves are generated by

zonally asymmetric tropical heating, while overturning

circulations such as the Hadley cell are driven by the zon-

ally symmetric component of the heating. In a two-layer

GCM, Rossby waves generated by zonally varying trop-

ical heating exert an eastward acceleration in the upper

layer (Suarez and Duffy 1992; Saravanan 1993). It was

shown that the MJO can also generate an eastward ac-

celeration in the equatorial upper troposphere (Lee

1999). In multilevel GCMs, MJO-like features are found

to act in a similar manner (Lee 1999; Caballero and

Huber 2010). These changes in the zonal-mean zonal

wind are driven mostly by the eddy momentum flux

convergence (shading in Fig. 7). For phase 5, which as

discussed above is associated with more zonally local-

ized tropical heating, eddy momentum flux convergence

occurs at the equator (right panels in Fig. 7), while for

phase 1, which is associated with more zonally uniform

tropical heating, eddy momentum flux divergence takes

place at the equator (left panels in Fig. 7).

In the extratropics, the anomalous zonal-mean zonal

wind (contours in Fig. 6) shows the expected thermal

wind balance; the zonal mean temperature (shading in

Fig. 6) shows negative and positive anomalies, respec-

tively, on the northern and southern sides of a positive

wind anomaly, while opposite sign temperature anom-

alies are observed across a negative wind anomaly.

The projection analysis (Fig. 4) indicates that adia-

batic warming, although weak, is the harbinger of the

processes that result in the Arctic SAT change. There-

fore, we first examine the anomalous mean meridional

circulation (MMC, contours in Fig. 7). It can be seen that

thermally direct circulation cells (solid contours) occur

FIG. 6. Lagged composites of zonal mean zonal wind (thin contours) and zonal mean temperature (shading) along with the climato-

logical zonal-mean zonal wind (thick contours on the lag 14 day panels), for MJO (left) phase 1 and (right) phase 5. Lag days 26, 24, 22,

0, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 are shown. Solid contours are positive, dashed contours negative, and the zero contours omitted. The contour interval is

0.3 m s21 for thin contours and 10 m s21 for thick contours.
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beneath eddy momentum flux divergence, while ther-

mally indirect circulation cells (dashed contours) are

seen beneath eddy momentum flux convergence. For

instance, at all lags the negative mass streamfunction

anomaly between 108 and 308N for phase 1 (left panels of

Fig. 7) lies below eddy momentum flux convergence

(shading in Fig. 7) near 208N. Similarly, up until lag 18

days, phase 5 shows a positive mass streamfunction

anomaly near 258N that occurs below eddy momentum

flux divergence. At high latitudes the sign of the mass

streamfunction anomalies are again consistent with the

sign of the eddy momentum flux convergence. For phase

1, the MMC adiabatically cools the Arctic from lag 24 to

lag 22 days. As shown in Fig. 4, this adiabatic cooling

takes place prior to the emergence of the negative Arctic

SAT anomaly at lag day 0 (shading in Fig. 6). After lag

day 0 the mass streamfunction anomaly becomes posi-

tive and the MMC adiabatically warms the Arctic. In

a similar manner, the high-latitude MMC for phase 5

initially acts to adiabatically warm the Arctic, followed

by a period of adiabatic cooling.

Finally, we turn our attention to the anomalous eddy

heat flux, which plays a dominant role in driving the

Arctic SAT change, as suggested by the time rate of

change curve of a(t) (bottom panels in Fig. 4). (As noted

earlier, horizontal thermal advection is essentially iden-

tical to the eddy heat flux convergence.) The eddy heat

flux anomaly may arise from 1) poleward-propagating

Rossby waves excited by the MJO heating or 2) be caused

by baroclinic eddies that respond to changes in the

baroclinicity of the background state. To investigate these

possibilities, we further decompose the eddy heat flux

into zonal wavenumbers 1–3 and 4–8 for all eight MJO

phases. (The sum of the eddy heat flux of these wave-

numbers retrieves almost all of the total eddy heat flux.)

In Fig. 8, the eddy heat flux for zonal wavenumbers 1–3

is shown in thin contours, while that for zonal wave-

numbers 4–8 is shown in thick contours. These eddy heat

fluxes are superimposed on the baroclinicity (indicated

with shading), which is defined as the negative meridional

gradient of the zonal mean temperature.

Figure 8 shows that the anomalous eddy heat flux

contribution from zonal wavenumbers 1–3 dominates over

that from zonal wavenumbers 4–8. In particular, the

anomalous eddy heat flux near 608N, which plays an

important role in the Arctic SAT change, is mostly

associated with zonal wavenumbers 1–3. For all 8 phases,

the anomalies in baroclinicity appear to respond to the

eddy heat fluxes, rather than the other way around with

the baroclinicity influencing the eddy heat fluxes, which

would be the case if baroclinic instability were taking

place. For example, the increase in the planetary-scale

eddy heat flux for phase 5 (thin solid contours) is followed

by a reduction in baroclinicity (shading in blue). Simi-

larly, for phase 1, the weakened planetary-scale eddy heat

flux (thin dashed contours) leads a strengthening of the

baroclinicity (shading in red). Since the OLR is domi-

nated by its planetary-scale contribution (Fig. 1), these

results are consistent with the first possibility, which links

the changes in the strength of the eddy flux and poleward

wave activity propagation to the spatial structure of the

tropical heating. Moreover, for all 8 MJO phases, the

FIG. 7. As for Fig. 6 but for the eddy momentum flux convergence (shading) and the zonal mean mass streamfunction (contours). The

contour interval is 2 3 109 s21.
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relationship between the eddy heat flux and the baro-

clinicity suggests that the zonal mean temperature, at

least in part, is driven by the planetary-scale eddy heat

flux.

In contrast to these planetary-scale waves, there are in-

dications that zonal wavenumbers 4–8, at times, respond

to changes in baroclinicity. For example, for phase 5, the

positive synoptic-scale eddy heat flux anomaly at lag day

0 near 508N coincides with a positive baroclinicity. Anal-

ogous behavior can be seen in phases 2, 4, 6, 7, and

8. However, such correspondence is lacking in phases 1

and 3.

FIG. 8. Vertically averaged (500–1000 hPa) eddy heat flux for zonal wavenumber 1–3 (thin contours) and zonal

wavenumber 4–8 (thick contours) superimposed on baroclinicity (shading). The contour interval is 5 3 1028

K m s21.
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4. Conclusions and discussion

This study investigated the mechanisms that drive the

extratropical SAT changes associated with the MJO

through the use of lagged composites and projections

with the thermodynamic energy equation. Consistent

with previous studies (Lee et al. 2011a,b; YFL), we found

that the zonal structure of tropical heating plays a critical

role in determining the sign of Arctic SAT change. It was

shown that the more zonally localized (uniform) tropical

heating associated with MJO phase 5 (phase 1) leads to

enhanced (reduced) excitation of poleward-propagating

Rossby waves, which contribute to Arctic warming (cool-

ing) through the following three processes.

1) The enhanced poleward Rossby wave activity prop-

agation associated with MJO phase 5 results in an

increased eddy momentum flux convergence at the

equator and divergence over the Arctic. Focusing on

high latitudes, this results in a deceleration of the

zonal-mean zonal wind. Thermal wind adjustment, in

response to these zonal wind changes, leads to the

inducement of a thermally direct MMC that warms

the Arctic. For MJO phase 1, the opposite wave pro-

pagation characteristics lead to the inducement of a

thermally indirect MMC, which cools the Arctic.

2) The enhanced (reduced) poleward activity propaga-

tion associated with MJO phase 5 (phase 1) is accom-

panied by an increased (decreased) poleward heat

flux. These changes to the eddy heat flux are domi-

nated by zonal wavenumbers 1–3. The contribution

by the eddy heat fluxes to Arctic SAT change is

greater than that by the MMC.

3) The Arctic SAT change is further amplified by

changes in downward IR, which is connected in part

to alterations in specific humidity.

It is also shown that the impact of the above three pro-

cesses is opposed by surface sensible and latent heat

fluxes.

This study provides further insight into intraseasonal

Arctic SAT amplification that is driven by tropical con-

vection. Apparently, positive surface albedo feedback

(Budyko 1969; Sellers 1969), which is associated with

snow and ice cover retreats, is not contributing to the

warming because the surface heat fluxes act to damp the

surface warming driven by the dynamical processes and

downward IR. In addition, as suggested in previous studies

(Johnson and Feldstein 2010; YFL), the accumulation of

many intraseasonal time-scale events can contribute to

interdecadal time-scale change. Therefore, the results of

this study support the findings of Lee et al. (2011b) who

showed that intraseasonal time-scale dynamical process

can have an important impact on polar amplification.

While inessential to this study, it is worthwhile to note

that phase 5 shows a positive zonal-mean zonal wind

anomaly (thin contours in the right panels of Fig. 6) on

the poleward side of the climatological subtropical jet

near 308N (thick contours in the panel for lag 14 days)

and a negative anomaly on the equatorward side of the

jet. Analogous behavior with opposite sign can be seen

for phase 1 (left panels in Fig. 6). This is interesting

because observational and modeling studies have re-

ported a similar zonal wind trend associated with climate

change (Kushner et al. 2001; Lorenz and DeWeaver 2007;

Archer and Caldeira 2008; Lu et al. 2008). Also, during

the 1979–2008 boreal winter, the frequency of occurrence

of MJO phase 5 (phase 1) increased (decreased) (Fig. 2 in

YFL). The results of this study suggest that this inter-

decadal trend in the zonal wind may be in part driven by

these changes in the frequency of MJO phases 1 and 5.

The results of this observational study lead to further

questions that need to be addressed with model simu-

lations. First, with lagged composites of observational

data, it is difficult to evaluate the effect of one particular

phase in isolation. This is because the time scale of one

MJO phase is about 5 days, while that for tropically

forced Rossby waves to reach high latitudes is about

10 days (Hoskins and Karoly 1981). Therefore, the influ-

ence of adjacent MJO phases is unavoidable unless the

tropical heating is specified to mimic one particular phase

throughout the model integration. Second, the causal

relationships between the tropical convection and extra-

tropical SAT change can be better validated in model

simulations with controlled unrelated physical processes.

To address these questions, initial value calculations, with

MJO-like tropical heating, will be presented in an up-

coming paper.
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